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Abstract:
In this chapter, I introduce the notion of student epistemologies and
expectations, their views about what counts as knowledge and learning in
a given physics class and in physics more generally. I then review some
of the ways in which researchers have studied these constructs and make
suggestions about getting started on your own research. A major theme is
that important theoretical questions about the cognitive structures and
processes underlying student epistemologies — and how best to study
them — are not yet settled. Researchers therefore need to try to uncover
and articulate the theoretical assumptions implicit in their research
methods.
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1. An opening example: Why is Jan having trouble?
I’ll introduce the notion of epistemology and expectations with a story
that captures the idea better than a definition could. “Jan” and three
other algebra‐based physics students were working on the “Light and
Shadows” tutorial created by the University of Washington Physics
Education Group.1 The students have light bulbs, a screen, and pieces
of cardboard with holes of different shapes; see Fig. 1. Exploring
different arrangements of bulbs and holes, the students observe and
explain the bright spots on the
screen.
The tutorial guides
students toward understanding
that lights rays emanate from
each glowing point on the
filament; the rays head off in all
screen
directions,
with
each
ray
traveling in a straight line; and
cardboard
only rays passing through the
hole in the cardboard contribute
to the pattern on the screen.
Figure 1. Students predict and
Early in the tutorial, the students
explain the patterns that appear
notice that moving the bulb to
on the screen when the bulb
the right makes the bright spot
shines light through the hole in
on the screen move to the left.
the cardboard.
While addressing the next
worksheet question, “What do your observations suggest about the
path taken by light from the bulb to the screen?” Jan searches for an
explanation of what’s happening. As you read through the following
minute of conversation, documented by Lising and Elby,2 pay
particular attention to Jan.
Nancy: How is it possible for the things to, like when we have the two bulbs,
for one little circle to create the two . . .
Veronica: Because they are two different directions. One’s going in like that
and one is going in like that [gestures show light approaching the hole
from two different directions].
Jan: So you are saying that . . .
Nancy: But what’s the normal direction of the light? Cause that’s what I’m
asking.
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Veronica: It, it spans out, and whatever part goes through that circle is the part
we’re going to see.
Jan: [drawing as she talks] So the light is like that and these are the rays, and
the vector points that way will go through the hole.
Nancy: Okay, so then if you move it up, then it’s going to be?
Carl: So if here is the hole and the light is down here, the light is going to go
in the direction …
Jan: Right, so like it has
[Nancy, Jan, and Carl talking, unintelligible]
Veronica: Really, it’s just normal.
Jan: All the rays are going like this. So, it’s kind of like polarized.
Veronica: Mmm, not really….It’s just, well, it’s just, guys you’re making it,
you’re trying to make it more difficult. It’s just, the light goes out. It
only goes through that one circle. So, obviously, if it is down here,
and I’m looking through that circle. Look, you’re sitting down here.
You’re looking at this big cardboard. You’re looking through that
little circle. All you’re going to see is what’s up there. It’s a direct
line.
Jan: Look, I see what you’re saying, alright. But, I’m just trying to make it
like physics- physics-oriented. [laughs]
Veronica: It is, it is physics-oriented. That’s just the way it is.
Jan: Alright.

Despite Jan’s claim that she “sees what [Veronica is] saying,” her
tutorial homework showed minimal understanding of the targeted
concepts. Yet, from multiple classroom observations and six hours of
clinical interviews, we know Jan was a hard‐working, mathematically
adept student who did well in the course. So, why is she having
difficulty learning these optics concepts? Before reading on, please
come up with one or two plausible answers.
Traditionally, physics education researchers tend to explain student
difficulties in two ways: (i) identifying a misconception that needs to
be dislodged, or (ii) finding a gap in the student’s knowledge or skills.
Do these factors explain Jan’s troubles? Well, she shows evidence of
harboring misunderstandings about polarization and of not getting
the idea that light spans out in all directions from its source. However,
these conceptual difficulties cannot account for Jan’s troubles in this
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episode. Veronica convinces Jan that light goes out from the bulb at all
angles, as evidenced by Jan’s gestures during this conversation and by
diagrams she drew on her homework. Furthermore, whatever
misunderstandings she has about polarization do not account for why,
on her homework, she couldn’t use Veronica‐style ray tracing to
generate predictions and explanations about simple bulb‐hole‐screen
scenarios. An understanding of polarization isn’t needed to complete
these tasks.
By analyzing Jan’s statements in the classroom and during interviews,
Lising & Elby 2 also ruled out other plausible explanations of Jan’s
troubles. During tutorials, she consistently took part in the
conversations, as illustrated above. She worked hard on homework,
so we can’t chalk up her difficulties to lack of motivation or
engagement. Furthermore, in interviews, she repeatedly showed the
ability to generate and critique qualitative explanations of
phenomena; she’s not just a “plug ‘n’ chugger.”
Jan’s problem, as Veronica identified, is her approach to learning and
understanding physics. After Jan brought up polarization, Veronica
responded, “Mmm, not really…. you’re trying to make it more difficult”
(emphasis added). Veronica considers a good qualitative explanation
to be sufficient: “It’s just, the light goes out. It only goes through that
one circle…” By contrast, Jan keeps trying to bring in technical terms
like “vectors” and “polarized.” She wants to recast Veronica’s
explanation to “make it like physics‐ physics‐oriented.” To her, an
informal, qualitative explanation isn’t “physics‐oriented.” Veronica
disagrees: “It is, it is physics‐oriented. That’s just the way it is.” The
students here aren’t arguing about a concept or an experimental
result; they’re arguing about what counts as a valid explanation —
what counts as knowledge — in physics class. As Lising and Elby2
argue, Jan fails to grapple with and thereby learn Veronica’s common‐
sense ideas not because she is incapable, but because she views doing
so as unrelated to gaining a formal “physics‐oriented” understanding.
When I present the Jan‐Veronica conversation at conferences, some
physics educators offer misconceptions‐based or skill‐deficit‐based
explanations of Jan’s behavior. Others see “I’m just trying to make it
like physics‐ physics‐oriented” as the crux of her difficulties. The first
step toward getting started with epistemology/expectations research,
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and I’ll define those terms shortly, is learning to see what “game” a
student is playing in physics class and how it affects her learning.

2. Introduction to epistemology and expectations
A student’s physics epistemology is her set of views about the nature
of knowledge, knowing, and learning in physics. Expectations are her
views about what kinds of knowledge and learning are expected and
rewarded in physics class or in schooling more generally. These
constructs overlap, and whether you need to tease them apart
depends on your research question. For now, I’ll discuss them
together.
2.1 Common epistemologies and expectations
This section, drawing mostly on work initiated by Hammer,3,4
summarizes common student views about physics knowledge and
learning.
2.1.1 Formulas vs. concepts
Students have different views about what physics knowledge is made
of. Near the formulas end of this spectrum, students think that physics
consists of facts and formulas, with the concepts serving as little more
than cues for which equations to use. Near the concepts end, students
think that the “stuff” of physics is concepts expressible in equations.
Students holding the first view see equations as little more than
problem‐solving tools, while students holding the second view see
physics equations as expressing meaning, as saying something about
the world. Unsurprisingly, most introductory physics students come
down closer to the formulas viewpoint.3‐5 Undoubtedly you’ve seen
behavior reflecting that view.
An example from Hammer3 illustrates the concepts end of the
spectrum. Solving a homework problem during a clinical interview,
“Tony” finds the angular momentum (with respect to a given axis) of
an airplane flying in a straight line. The interviewer asks how
something moving straight can have an angular velocity.
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Tony: Here they're talking about instantaneously . . . . That's like when you
sit there and watch a train come, you'll see it come, and it kind of sits
there [when it’s far away], and as it goes by, it zooms by . . . . The
faster you turn your head, that's what the angular velocity is.

The ingenuity of Tony’s explanation grabs our attention. The point I
want to highlight, though, is that Tony thought such an explanation
was possible and therefore engaged in the task of formulating one. By
contrast, interview subjects exhibiting a formulas‐based epistemology
didn’t view it as feasible and/or relevant to give common‐sense
explanations of this kind.
2.1.2 Pieces vs. coherence
Some students think physics knowledge consists of largely
disconnected pieces (e.g., algorithms for different types of problems),
while others expect physics to consist of interrelated ideas that fit into
a coherent whole. As Hammer3 discusses, students near the pieces
end of the spectrum have reason to learn physics the same way they
learn state capitals; memorize disconnected bits of information.
Students exhibiting a coherence epistemological stance, by contrast,
are prone to notice — and try to resolve — inconsistencies between
ideas introduced in class, common sense, and everyday experiences.
Two interview subjects from Hammer 3
illustrate the distinction between pieces and
coherence views. “Roger” was solving for the
acceleration of the blocks in this modified
Atwood's machine (Fig. 2). He found a sensible
2
1
expression for the total force on the two‐block
system, F = m1g  m2gsinθ. However, he then set
θ
that force equal to the force on each individual
block: F = m1a1 and F = m2a2. When he saw that
Figure 2. Modified Atwood’s
this gave him a different acceleration for each
machine
addressed in different
block, he remarked that it seemed strange. But
ways by Roger and Tony
after checking his algebra and finding no
mistakes, he said that he was “90% sure” he was
right.
This reflected a pattern in Roger's work, of treating
mathematical problem solving as separate from tangible sense‐
making.
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Tony, the student who offered the head‐turning explanation of
angular velocity, made the same mistake as Roger when he first tried
the Atwood machine problem. But Tony immediately rejected the
possibility that the blocks could have different accelerations. Pointing
to his calculation, he explained that they “said the force is going to be
… right here,” indicating the smaller block, “and now I’m saying that’s
not true.” He progressed quickly to a correct solution, writing F
=(m1+m2)a and explaining that the force he calculated accelerates
both blocks. Yet, Tony’s mathematical manipulation skills were not
evidently better than Roger’s. Tony’s success stemmed instead from
his epistemological view that equations express conceptual content
and that this content should make sense. Unlike Roger, he rejected a
non‐sensical answer for being non‐sensical.
2.1.3 Transmissionist vs. constructivist
Some students view learning physics as absorbing knowledge from
professors and textbooks, while others view learning as building up
(constructing) their own understanding. (Hammer called this
dimension Authority vs. Independence.) This distinction manifests
itself, e.g., in how your students take and use notes: Some students
write down every word you say and read through them again and
again, while other students write down little but sometimes look at
you or the board with a puzzled expression.
Instructors who implement tutorials or other forms of collaborative
active learning often face student resistance arising, in part, from
transmissionist views. Redish regularly documents this resistance in
his algebra‐based university physics class by inviting students to
“free write” their impressions of the course during week 3 or 4.6
Many students write that the professor should explain everything
instead of making students think it out for themselves. (As the course
continues, many students’ views evolve.)
Interestingly, as Hammer3 notes, some “transmissionist” students
recognize that experts and talented students can make sense of the
material for themselves, and understand it better as a result. In these
cases, the students’ views about learning are entangled with self‐
efficacy, their views about their own abilities.2,7
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2.1.4 Innate vs. effort
As just mentioned, a student’s views about the importance of natural
ability vs. hard work interact with his epistemological views along the
transmissionist‐constructivist spectrum. Some students think their
capacity to learn science or math mostly reflects innate ability. You’ve
probably heard students say “I’m just not good at math” or “I’m more
of a literature‐type person.” On the other end of the innate‐effort
spectrum, students think that hard work determines success.
Although researchers argue about whether to call this set of views
“epistemological,”8 Dweck7 and others have shown that students’
views along this spectrum affect persistence and achievement. A few
physics education researchers have touched on this spectrum, 4,9 but
you should look elsewhere for deeper exploration of self‐efficacy and
intuitive theories of intelligence.7,10,11
2.2 When epistemologies and expectations diverge
So far, I’ve lumped epistemologies and expectations together. “Ellen”
illustrates the distinction and why it can be important.12 She was
taking a fast‐paced physics course inhabited largely by pre‐meds. She
entered the course with the constructivist expectation that she’d be
able to make sense of the material in her own terms. Within a few
weeks, however, she felt overwhelmed by the pace and discouraged
by the superficial attention to concepts. To survive the homework
and tests, she shifted her approach, focusing on rote application of
algorithms rather than deeper conceptual understanding. But she
hated this shift because she knew that she wasn’t learning physics. In
this way, Ellen’s expectations diverged from her epistemology. Her
epistemological views about what it means to understand physics
remained constructivist.
But her expectations became
transmissionist: she saw the course as rewarding rote use of routines
absorbed from authority.
Although the split between Ellen’s
epistemology and expectations was unusually severe and articulate,
some research shows this type of split to be commonplace.13
Your research interests should determine whether you lump
epistemologies and expectations together or tease them apart. For
example, if you’re exploring whether a new curriculum alters
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students’ approach to your course, then you might lump
epistemologies and expectations together, on the grounds that they
work together in a student’s mind to affect her study strategies.4 By
contrast, if you’re studying how a physics course affects students’
views of what scientists do, you’ll need to tease apart course‐specific
expectations from epistemological views about what counts as
knowing and knowledge in a discipline.
2.3 Section wrap-up
Previous research has identified categories of views students have
about physics knowledge and learning.3,4,14,15 Unsurprisingly, the less
sophisticated views are common, and traditional physics instruction
leaves students’ views largely unchanged.3,4 More surprisingly, even
in courses that employ collaborative active learning, where students
achieve large conceptual gains, epistemological gains are minimal or
nonexistent.4
Epistemological gains have sometimes been
documented when the instructor made it a primary instructional goal
suffusing the curriculum.6,9,16
The research discussed above describes student epistemologies in
terms of broad categories, e.g., the student sees knowledge as
coherent or as piecemeal. In my view, a potential growth area for PER
on epistemology is the pursuit of more detailed accounts of students’
epistemological views and causal accounts of how those views affect
students’ in‐the‐moment behavior while learning physics.

3. Theoretical frameworks for studying
epistemologies and expectations
Since research methods always encode explicit or tacit assumptions
about the thing being studied, I need to discuss some competing
theoretical frameworks used to describe student epistemologies. This
debate is about cognitive structures, the units of thought that students
bring to bear when reasoning and learning. Very briefly, some
researchers assume that students’ epistemologies take the form of
robust, stable beliefs — or even theories — that reliably guide the
students’ thinking across multiple contexts. Other researchers
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assume that students’ views about knowledge and learning are more
fluid and context‐dependent.
To make this distinction clear and concrete, I’ll introduce it not with
regard to students’ epistemologies but with regard to their
preconceptions about the physical world — an area of students’
thinking you probably encounter regularly. Once I’ve clarified the
relevant distinctions in this familiar setting, I’ll show how they apply
to student epistemologies and expectations. By wrestling with these
competing theoretical perspectives, you can ensure that the
theoretical assumptions encoded in your research methods are ones
you consciously choose rather than ones you tacitly back into.
3.1 Introduction to the beliefs vs. knowledge in pieces debate
Consider this standard conceptual question used by physics teachers
and education researchers: After a ball gets thrown straight up, what
forces act upon it as it rises? Many students say that, in addition to the
downward force from gravity, the ball also feels an upward force
“from the throw,” a force that decreases in strength as the ball loses
speed. Similarly, for a ball rolling along the floor, some students say it
experiences a force along its direction of motion. What can we infer
from this (and similar) data about students’ preconceptions?
Some researchers infer that students possess a full‐fledged theory of
forces and motion. For instance, McCloskey17 argues that students
hold an impetus theory similar to the pre‐Newtonian theory held by
medieval natural philosophers. By this account, students are expected
to give impetus‐theory‐driven responses to a wide range of questions.
Other researchers question whether students’ preconceptions show
the coherence and robustness of a theory. They believe instead that
students possess (mis)conceptions about the physical world.18,19
These researchers interpret the above data as evidence for the
misconception motion implies force, the idea that an object in motion
must experience a force acting along its direction of motion. In the
(mis)conceptions framework, (mis)conceptions are assumed to be
stable and robust elements of students’ thinking, applied across a
wide range of contexts.
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Still other researchers assume that conceptual reasoning exhibits
more context‐dependence than the theory or (mis)conceptions
frameworks imply. According to the “knowledge‐in‐pieces” or
“resources” perspective, students possess a wide range of intuitive
ideas and other cognitive resources for reasoning about the world,
abstracted from their experiences.20,21 These cognitive resources do
not generally correspond to formal physics concepts. For example,
the intuitive idea that things keep doing what they’re doing might help
students understand why a bell sounds for a long time after it’s struck,
or why an object in motion stays in motion. That same intuitive idea,
however, could also lead students to think that a marble shot out of a
semicircular tube continues tracing a circular arc. So, an intuitive idea
like things keep doing what they’re doing is neither right nor wrong. It
can contribute to both correct reasoning (about the bell) and incorrect
reasoning (about the marble). By contrast, an intuitive theory or a
(mis)conception is either right or wrong.
To illustrate another feature of the resources framework, I need to
introduce another intuitive idea students may possess, sometimes
called maintaining agency.20,22 This is the idea that an effect is
maintained only so long as its cause remains active. A student with
this intuitive idea activated in his mind might think that a light bulb
quickly loses brightness when the electricity gets shut off, or that a
ball thrown upward keeps rising only as long as the “force from the
throw” remains active.
So maintaining agency, like things keep doing what they’re doing
illustrates that a resource can contribute to both productive and
unproductive reasoning. Another feature of resources is that they
turn on and turn off in response to changes in context. To see what I
mean, consider this question: What forces act on the upward‐thrown
ball at its peak? According to impetus theory, or according to the
misconception motion requires force, or according to the intuitive idea
of maintaining agency, the ball no longer experiences an upward force
at its peak; the force gradually declines to zero as the ball slows down
and stops. But many students who attribute a declining upward force
to the rising ball say that, at the peak, an upward force balances the
downward pull of gravity.20,23 Resources theorists explain this
inconsistency as follows: While the rising ball triggers an intuitive
sense of maintained agency — the ball must continue to feel an
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upward force in order to keep moving upward — the motionless ball
at its peak triggers an intuitive sense of balance.20 This intuitive sense
of balance leads the student to attribute balancing forces. Maintaining
agency is inactive in this reasoning.
(Mis)conceptions theorists, by contrast, explain students’ inconsistent
answers in terms of shifts between correct and incorrect conceptions
during the process of conceptual change,19 and theory theorists can
attribute these student responses to “glitches” in their reasoning. My
point here is to underscore the context dependence of students’
intuitive ideas, according to resources theorists, even for students not
undergoing conceptual change. Different scenarios trigger different
combinations of conceptual resources, and hence students’ reasoning
isn’t always expected to show consistency across different contexts.
Crucially, however, the resources framework does not imply complete
fragmentation and incoherence in students’ reasoning. A set of
cognitive resources can be mutually reinforced by each other and/or
by contextual cues, leading to a locally coherent pattern of thought.24
For example, to explain the somewhat consistent pattern of thought
that McCloskey25 attributed to students’ holding an impetus theory,
diSessa26 modeled students’ reasoning as “a local confluence of about
a half‐dozen [intuitive ideas] adapted to a particular class of
situations.”27 Resources theorists expect, however, that many
scenarios would trigger different sets of resources. In other words,
according to resources advocates, the “local confluence” of intuitive
ideas is a local coherence in students’ thinking, not a global coherence.
Although I am a partisan in the debate among the theory,
(mis)conceptions, and resources theoretical frameworks, I’ve tried to
present each fairly. The theory and (mis)conceptions frameworks are
simple and clear, and they offer parsimonious explanations of
frequently‐observed, well‐documented patterns of student reasoning.
They are the dominant frameworks used in science education
research. The resources framework offers messier cognitive models
to explain those patterns, but is well‐suited to explain context‐
dependent shifts in students’ conceptual reasoning.
Now that I’ve reviewed three frameworks for describing students’
preconceptions about the physical world — theories,
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(mis)conceptions, and resources — I can discuss how these
frameworks have been used to describe students’ epistemologies.
3.2 Epistemologies/expectations as stages or theories
The earliest researchers of students’ epistemological views,28,29 and a
large percentage of current researchers,8 employ a version of the
theories framework. They describe students’ epistemological stances
as consisting of coherent theories or stages. Some researchers
assume, with experimental support, that students gradually progress
from lower to higher stages of epistemological sophistication. 30 A few
researchers working within this framework have studied students of
physical science.31 Most PER on student epistemologies has adopted
one of the perspectives described below.
3.3 Epistemologies/expectations as beliefs
Studying students learning math, Schommer10,32 introduced the idea
that students’ epistemologies consist of beliefs along different
dimensions, such as whether knowledge is simple (disconnected
pieces) or complex (interconnected) and whether it’s certain or
tentative.
These epistemological beliefs resemble the
(mis)conceptions attributed by (mis)conceptions theorists: they’re
comparatively robust, stable, context‐independent elements of a
student’s thinking. Adopting this theoretical stance, a physics
education researcher might interpret the epistemological spectra
discussed above — formulas vs. concepts, pieces vs. coherence,
transmissionist vs. constructivist, etc. — as dimensions along which a
student has a belief. Interestingly, Hammer,3 who first documented
most of these dimensions in detail, was agnostic about whether his
subjects’ epistemological consistency stemmed from a general belief
or from a local coherence in the context of the students’ physics
course. Some subsequent physics epistemology researchers have
adopted that agnosticism.4 Others have argued that the consistency of
students’ survey responses within certain empirically determined
clusters of questions indicates that students have coherent “consistent
ideas,” i.e., beliefs.14
3.4 Epistemologies/expectations as context-dependent local
coherences
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Some recent work argues that student epistemologies are best
described by a resources framework, according to which a student
might shift between different “beliefs” in response to contextual
cues.24,33 For example, Rosenberg, Hammer and Phelan34 documented
a group of eighth‐grade earth science students shifting from one
belief‐like epistemological coherence, the view that knowledge
generation is fact accumulation, to anther epistemological coherence,
the view that knowledge generation is constructing causal stories.
Just as diSessa 26 models students’ “impetus‐theory” reasoning as the
locally coherent activation of certain intuitive ideas about the world,
Hammer and colleagues model students’ epistemological stances as
the locally coherent activation of epistemological resources, students’
intuitive ideas about knowledge and learning.
In summary, student epistemologies can be conceptualized as
theories/stages, as beliefs, or as locally coherent activations of
resources.
I’m highlighting the differences between these
perspectives for a reason: your explicit or tacit choice of theoretical
frameworks will influence your research questions and also your
research methods and interpretations of data. I’ll point out these
subtleties as they arise in the next section.

4. Common methods for studying epistemologies
and expectations
In this section, I discuss some ways in which researchers have studied
students’ epistemologies and expectations. I’ve tried to avoid
rehashing material from Otero & Harlow’s article on qualitative
methods35 and Engelhardt’s article on survey construction36 from the
first volume of Getting Started in PER. Instead, I emphasize issues of
interpretation that are particularly important to research on
epistemologies. Although I’ll organize the discussion by data
collection methods, I’ll use previous research to illustrate data
analysis methods.
4.1 Surveys
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Perhaps
the
most
common
way
of
studying
epistemologies/expectations, both inside and outside the PER
community, is via surveys given to large numbers of students.
4.1.1 Common surveys, common uses
In PER, the most commonly cited surveys are probably
•

•

•

•

The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS),
probing a mix of epistemologies, expectations, confidence, and
interest along empirically‐determined dimensions. See
http://www.colorado.edu/sei/class/14
The Maryland Physics Expectations Survey (MPEX, revised into
MPEX II),4 probing epistemologies/expectations along the
epistemological dimensions introduced by Hammer.3 See
http://umdperg.pbworks.com/MPEX‐II
The Views About Science Survey (VASS), probing epistemologies
and expectations as well as students’ views about the nature of
science and scientific theories, and the relevance of science in
students’ lives. See http://cresmet.asu.edu/prods/vass.shtml37
The Epistemological Beliefs Assessment for Physical Science
(EBAPS), probing epistemologies and expectations. See
http://www2.physics.umd.edu/~elby/EBAPS/home.htm9

Physics education researchers commonly evaluate whether a course
affected students’ views by giving the same survey as a pre‐ and post‐
test and looking for changes. Outside of PER (and sometimes inside
PER), researchers often use epistemology surveys to explore
connections between epistemological sophistication and other factors
such as academic achievement or ability to comprehend a textbook‐
style passage about statistics.32 Adams et al.14 also express optimism
that a valid, reliable survey could “characterize an individual student
in a useful way.”
4.1.2 Theory-ladenness of survey interpretation
How you use a survey, and how you interpret the results, depends on
the theoretical framework you tacitly or explicitly adopt for
describing epistemologies and expectations. For example, consider
the issue just raised, of whether a survey can usefully characterize an
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individual student. If you think a student’s epistemology consists of
stable, robust, comparatively context‐independent theories or beliefs,
then a sufficiently well‐crafted survey can indeed reveal a student’s
“epistemological profile” in some detail. By contrast, resources
theorists worry that a student’s consistent survey responses could
reflect a local coherence attached to the context of reflecting on
knowledge and learning. The reflective context might elicit more
consistent, more sophisticated epistemological views than those
triggered when the student actually engages in learning physics.
Furthermore, resources theorists expect that different classroom
contexts, such as listening to a lecture vs. working with other students
on a conceptual tutorial,
might trigger different sets of
epistemological resources. For these reasons, resources theorists use
surveys to obtain a crude read‐out of the epistemological state of a
class (taking into account the idiosyncrasies of the survey‐taking
context), but not to uncover the epistemology of an individual student.
Of course, particularly sophisticated and particularly unsophisticated
students are likely to show consistency across multiple classroom and
survey contexts, in which case beliefs and resources advocates can
agree that the survey characterizes the individual student fairly well.
Adams et al.14 observed this phenomenon: “for several notable
students (both good and bad) we have retrospectively looked at their
individual survey results, and these were quite consistent with the
highly expert or highly novice behavior these students indicated in
their work and discussions with faculty.” For middle‐of‐the‐road
students, though, beliefs and resources advocates disagree about how
usefully a survey can characterize the individual student.
Theoretical considerations also influence what counts as a “reliable”
survey. To see why, suppose first that the beliefs framework is
correct, and hence a student has a set of robust beliefs. In that case, a
survey reliably uncovers those beliefs only if (i) the epistemological
dimensions probed by the survey correspond to the beliefs held by
the student, and (ii) the items probing a given dimension yield highly
correlated answers.
Standard survey‐construction techniques
incorporate versions of (i) or (ii): Factor analysis or some other
cluster analysis is used to determine (or confirm) the dimensions
along which students’ beliefs lie.36 If two survey questions probing
the same dimension elicit contradictory student responses, then at
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least one of those questions is deemed invalid/unreliable and
therefore revised or omitted. After the survey is iteratively refined in
this manner, it is deemed “reliable” for revealing students’ beliefs.
Resources theorists have a messier view of reliability. They worry
that the “factors” revealed by factor analysis might be local
coherences sensitive to the reflective nature of the survey context and
to the particular questions asked on the survey. Furthermore, from
the resources perspective, two items probing the same dimension
might elicit different student responses not because one of the
questions is invalid or unreliable, but rather, because of real context
dependence in the student’s epistemology. For instance, a student
might express more constructivist tendencies when thinking about
group work than when thinking about lecture. In that case, omitting
from the survey the question about group work or the question about
lecture would increase “reliability” only by sweeping under the rug
some context dependence in the students’ views about learning.
Alternatively, letting those two items get placed in different factors
would obscure the fact that the two items show the student to have
inconsistent, context‐dependent views about the same epistemological
issue.
Despite these nuances, researchers of all theoretical stripes
emphasize the importance of validation interviews for survey
questions. In a validation interview, the subject thinks aloud while
answering (or reviewing his previous answers to) survey questions.
The researcher can then see if the subject interprets the questions as
intended and if the subject’s answer stems from the targeted aspects
of the subject’s cognition. For example, in a survey I co‐developed,
one question initially read, Often, a scientific principle or theory just
doesn't make sense. In those cases, you have to accept it and move on. I
thought that a subject’s agreement with this statement would mean he
didn’t expect the principles he was learning to make sense. However,
several subjects who agreed with the statement told me that, when
they first encounter a hard new concept in a fast‐paced class, they
often “accept it and move on” but later go back later and try to make
sense of it. For those students, agreement with the italicized
statement indicated adaptive survival skills, not an expectation of
non‐sensicality, so that item as written was invalid. Here’s the
rewritten version: Often, a scientific principle or theory just doesn’t
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make sense. In those cases, you have to accept it and move on, because
not everything in science is supposed to make sense. Students who
defer their sense‐making until later would still disagree with the
statement.
In short, the relative ease with which surveys can be administered,
scored, and statistically analyzed masks subtle issues of
interpretation. I urge new physics education researchers to make
explicit, for themselves and others, the often tacit assumptions that
accompany claims about survey results. For example, what does it
mean that my high school students showed significant gains in their
MPEX and EBAPS scores between the beginning and the end of the
school year?9 I’d love to think it reflects a stable, globally‐applicable
increase in epistemological sophistication!
However, that’s a
defensible inference only if the students possess stable, robust,
comparatively context‐independent beliefs about physics knowledge
and learning. However, the beliefs expressed on the surveys might
not be robust enough to drive behavior: without independent
evidence from their classroom behaviors, I don’t know whether the
changes in their survey responses reflect changes in how they learn
physics. Maybe the survey responses correspond to a local coherence;
perhaps my students learned to switch on a certain set of
epistemological resources in my class. In other classes, other sets of
resources might get triggered. In any case, almost all researchers
would agree that surveys alone cannot provide a complete
epistemological snapshot of a student or a class.
4.2 Interviews
Interviews are arguably the backbone of epistemology research. Early
researchers of student epistemologies used interviews almost
exclusively,29 and survey developers typically design their surveys
around insights gleaned from interviews.4 Audio‐ or videotaping an
interview, downloading the data to computer, transcribing, and even
captioning the original videotape have become straightforward.
(Audiotaping has the advantage of being less intrusive, while
videotaping captures the gestures and facial expression of the subject,
which can inform your interpretations.) In this section, I’ll discuss
some ways in which interviews can be administered and analyzed, but
I’ll only scratch the surface.
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4.2.1 Different styles of interview
Interviews designed to tease out students’ epistemologies and
expectations take many forms. Some examples will illustrate what I
mean by “style” and show the diversity of styles available.
Hammer3 was testing whether university students displayed
consistent epistemological stances in the context of their introductory
physics course. He was also looking for causal connections between
their epistemologies and their learning. So, over six sessions with
each subject, he tried to keep the various tasks closely connected to
the students’ experiences in their physics course. However, to make
sure any consistency he observed wasn’t just an artifact of the task
structure, he employed a mix of tasks, including general questions
(“How is your course going?”), explanation tasks (“How would you
explain this equation you’ve used, v = v0 + at, to a friend?”), and
problem solving (having students think aloud while solving
homework problems).
Pursuing indications of students’
epistemologies, Hammer improvised frequently. After completing the
interviews, he performed qualitative analysis of, for instance, how
“Roger” and “Tony” approached problem solving and other tasks (see
the Atwood examples above). He also coded epistemological
indications in students’ responses, and thereby showed that each
subject displayed consistent “beliefs” within the formulas‐concepts,
pieces‐coherence, and transmissionist‐constructivist spectra.
The semi‐structured (i.e., partly improvisational) nature of Hammer’s
interviews deserves special attention. I’ll illustrate this kind of
improvisation with a simple made‐up example. In response to “How
is the course going?” a student complains that homework problems
are too hard. You ask what makes them hard. The student says it’s
difficult to figure out which formula to use. You ask if figuring out
which formula to use is part of every problem? How important a
part? Are there other parts? The ensuing conversation about the
student’s approach to problem solving, perhaps as a search for
equations, could give insight into the student’s epistemology along the
formulas vs. concepts dimension.
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Kitchener & King’s30,38 interviews differ from Hammer’s in structure
and content. They engage subjects in reflective judgment about
knowledge in the context of unsettled or controversial issues such as
the safety of food additives or the origin of humans (creationism vs.
evolution). Their single‐session interviews are quite structured,
focused on drawing out subjects’ views about the source, reliability,
and justification for the knowledge under discussion. They explore
the content and consistency of subjects’ epistemologies by coding
responses into one of seven stages of epistemological development.
They found that subjects are epistemologically consistent not just
within but also across topic areas (e.g., food safety vs. origins of
humans), and that over time subjects progress through the stages in
the predicted order (though not everyone reaches the highest levels).
A third example of interview style: Lising and Elby2 interviewed Jan,
the student who wanted a more “physics‐oriented” explanation of
light and shadows, to test a specific hypothesis. We thought that, far
removed from physics class, she would display an epistemological
stance more friendly toward everyday, common‐sense reasoning
about physical phenomena. So, we held the six interviews with her in
the education rather than the physics building, with the interviewer
introduced as an education researcher. The interviews consisted
mostly of problem‐solving tasks. Although Jan readily engaged in
intuitive/everyday reasoning to address questions she spontaneously
identified as physics problems, partly confirming our hypothesis, she
appeared to treat such reasoning as disconnected from more formal,
mathematical reasoning, in which she also engaged. To explore our
new, emergent hypothesis that Jan had an epistemological “wall”
between everyday/intuitive and formal reasoning in physics, we
focused part of our analysis on instances in which Jan used both
formal and everyday/intuitive reasoning to address the same
question, and we coded for the extent to which the two types of
reasoning informed or otherwise “spoke” to each other in her
reasoning. In this way, we produced evidence that the hypothesized
epistemological wall does indeed constrain Jan’s reasoning. Using
qualitative discourse analysis, we then argued that this wall helps to
explain Jan’s behavior in the “Light and Shadows” tutorial and also in
another tutorial we videotaped.
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These examples illustrate different interview styles. Interview
structures range from fairly standardized scripts to open‐ended
exploration of students’ ideas. Interview tasks range from fairly direct
(though contextualized) questions about how the subject is
treating/justifying knowledge to problem‐solving tasks to explanation
tasks. Interview time frames range from a single session to six or
more sessions.
The methods of analyzing the interview data show similar diversity.
Based on pilot studies, Hammer had formulated three epistemological
dimensions. His codes enabled him to test whether students were
epistemologically consistent within each dimension, while qualitative
analysis of selected interview segments illustrated and supported his
epistemological “diagnoses” of his subjects. King and Kitchener use
quantitative analysis only, coding subjects’ answers based on
indicators iteratively developed in a careful way over many years.
Lising and Elby began with qualitative discourse analysis of classroom
data, then used similar analysis of the interview data and, from that,
formulated a hypothesis and corresponding coding scheme for
quantitative analysis. So, Lising & Elby’s coding scheme was
emergent, designed to probe a particular aspect of Jan’s epistemology,
to make well‐supported claims about that one student.
4.2.2 Effect of theoretical assumptions on interview-based research
Of course, the interviewer’s theoretical assumptions influence each
stage of the research, but the influence can be nearly invisible. Getting
started in this field, it’s essential to try to explicate the tacit
assumptions underlying what you’re doing. I’ll illustrate this process
using the research discussed above.
Hammer was agnostic between the beliefs and resources frameworks.
Taking the resources perspective seriously, he entertained the
possibility that fine‐grained changes in task or subject matter — using
an equation to solve a problem vs. explaining the equation to
someone else, solving a physics problem vs. reflecting on how the
physics course is going — could affect the student’s in‐the‐moment
epistemological stance. So, to create a fair test of whether students
were epistemologically consistent within the “macrocontext” of their
physics course, Hammer varied the “microcontext,” in this case the
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tasks and the subject matter. In this way, Hammer could argue that
his subjects’ epistemological consistency in the context of their
physics class was not simply an artifact of the interview protocol.
The resources framework also helped to motivate Hammer’s
emphasis on eliciting spontaneous indications of students’
epistemologies as they solved problems, complained about the course,
and so on. He rarely asked direct epistemological questions, and only
in response to an idea the student had brought up. Undoubtedly,
asking direct questions like “how do you decide whether to believe
[that equation]?” would have produced a higher density of
epistemological codings. However, the resources perspective allows
the possibility that the epistemological resources students bring to
bear when asked about the source and justification of knowledge —
an abstract topic students rarely think about explicitly, especially in a
traditionally‐taught physics class — might differ from the
epistemological resources activated while they’re solving a physics
problem or shooting the breeze about their class. Hammer’s decision
to code for students’ epistemologies as they engaged in authentic
physics tasks and conversations about physics class stemmed in part
from his theoretical stance that epistemologies might not consist of
well‐articulated, context‐insensitive beliefs.
Lising and Elby’s exploration of Jan stemmed directly from our
commitment to a resources perspective: seeing Jan display a certain
epistemological stance in physics class, we wanted to explore the
possibility that she might display a different stance in a less “physics‐
oriented” context. Although we found that she took different
epistemological stances in the classroom versus the interviews, our
research (ironically) ended up focusing on an element of her
epistemology that was consistent across the two contexts.
King and Kitchener view epistemologies as consisting of stages. Their
main evidence is that (i) subjects show epistemological consistency
across multiple reflective judgment interviews addressing different
controversial topics, and (ii) when followed over many years, subjects
progress through the epistemological stages in the predicted order.
As a resources advocate, however, I worry that the reflective
judgment interview itself induces, rather than uncovers, much of the
observed consistency: Subjects surely view the interviews as a
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context in which to be thoughtful, and “looking good” in such a context
involves striving for consistency in one’s answers — “sticking to your
story.” The epistemological stances subjects display in other contexts
— watching a political debate, taking a class — might show more
variability. Furthermore, I’ve critiqued King & Kitchener’s coding
scheme for ignoring contextual nuance in subjects’ answers that
should influence whether the answer is coded as more or less
sophisticated.39
The admittedly obvious point here is that your tacit or explicit
theoretical leanings influence your research questions, data collection,
and data analysis and interpretation. To be fair, I should turn the
tables on myself. A theories/stages advocate might worry that Lising
and Elby, immersed in attention to contextual nuance, fail to ask
questions or collect data in a way that might lead to more
generalizable conclusions. A theories/stages advocate might also
worry that all this attention to context makes us miss broad
epistemological patterns that capture much of students’ behavior, or
that our analysis “sees” contextual nuance where there is merely
noise.
Any theoretical perspective has strengths but also produces “blind
spots” in the researcher’s inquiry. To minimize this narrowed vision,
you can become well‐versed in the different perspectives and you can
discuss your work‐in‐progress with people from different
perspectives.
4.2.3 Interpreting interview data: The role of social dynamics
Experienced interviewers, especially those taking a situated cognition
perspective,40 emphasize an issue I’ve ignored so far, the role of
power dynamics and other social dynamics in influencing the
interview subject’s behavior. For example, a woman interviewed by a
man might consciously or unconsciously avoid reasoning in ways that
are negatively stereotyped as feminine. Some interview subjects
consciously or unconsciously try to figure out what the interviewer
“wants to hear.”
An example: during her problem‐solving interviews with me, Jan used
qualitative reasoning more than quantitative reasoning.
Her
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statements and questions eventually made it clear, however, that she
had picked up on cues I was sending — she knew I was particularly
interested in her qualitative reasoning. This realization didn’t
challenge our arguments about the epistemological stances she took
when engaged in qualitative reasoning, or about her ability to use
everyday/intuitive reasoning to address physics problems. However,
we cannot claim that qualitative reasoning is her “natural choice”
outside the physics building. The interview dynamics played a role in
her choice.
Needless to say, researchers must attend to these concerns, while
conducting the interview and while analyzing the data afterward.
Looking at the videotape itself, not just at the transcription, provides
valuable clues about the subject’s state of mind: body language, tone
of voice, gestures, nervous vs. hearty laughter, and so on.41
4.3 Observations and artifacts
An “artifact” is a physical record of thought and behavior, such as
students’ homework or exam responses. Everyone agrees that a
student’s cognition during an interview or survey differs, at least in
some ways, from her cognition during classroom‐related activities.
For this reason, to explore the epistemologies and expectations that
most influence students’ learning behavior, some researchers rely
partly or largely on classroom observations and artifacts.2,42,43
4.3.1 Behavior ≠ epistemology: Methodological challenges of
observations
Authentic classroom data carries a methodological danger, however:
You can’t just “read off” epistemologies or expectations from behavior.
Let me give an example. Suppose you videotape a physics student
over many class sections. During group work, she is typically
disengaged, and her questions center around “what’s the right
answer?” During lecture, she is alert, frantically writing down
everything the instructor says. From these observations, we might
infer that she has transmissionist view of learning (in physics, at
least), or perhaps transmissionist expectations about what the tests
reward. It’s possible, however, that she’s disengaged during group
work because she’s shy, or because she dislikes her group, or because
the ideas her group bats around aren’t substantive. Maybe she takes
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notes not to memorize but to serve as a starting point for sense‐
making that she prefers to do on her own. Before concluding that she
has transmissionist views, we would need evidence casting doubt on
those alternative explanations. Such evidence could come from
interviews or surveys. It could also come from statements she makes
in class, such as Jan’s request for a more “physics‐oriented”
explanation in response to Veronica’s qualitative discussion of optics
phenomena.2
Partly because of these methodological issues, many epistemology
researchers who use observations or artifacts also use interviews.
Hogan,42 for example, used interviews to study students’ views about
the nature of science and also their views about their own knowing
and learning. The views students enacted during collaborative
learning correlate strongly with the views they expressed in
interviews about their own learning but not to their views about the
nature of science.
In some cases, epistemologies expressed in interviews clash with
classroom behavior. For example, research on K‐12 teachers has
found that some (but not all!) teachers express constructivist views in
interviews but enact transmissionist views while teaching.44
May & Etkina45 made clever use of an epistemologically‐rich artifact:
journals in which college physics students reflected upon their own
learning.
May and Etkina developed a coding scheme for
epistemological sophistication, based on explicit epistemological
comments and also on how the student talked about her own learning.
Students who exhibited more sophisticated epistemologies in their
journals achieved greater conceptual gains in the course, as
independently measured by conceptual surveys.
Observation‐based research on physics students’ epistemologies have
relied mostly on video of students working in groups on tutorials,
labs, or homework.46 The key, of course, is for the students to be
talking.

5. Getting started with your own research
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In this section, I’ll draw upon my own experiences and observations
to offer advice about getting started in epistemology research.
5.1 Start with a research question or issue, not a method
It’s fairly common in PER for someone to hear or read about a cool
survey and excitedly decide to give it to his own students. There’s
nothing wrong with that, of course, and the results can be interesting.
But sometimes the survey, despite its appeal, doesn’t really get at
what you want to know. In my view, although a cool survey or
interview protocol should definitely inspire you, it’s worth taking the
time to articulate to yourself what your interest really is, what you’re
fired up to explore. Then you can fine tune your research methods
accordingly. And to refine your questions and methods, I recommend
that you…
5.2 Start with small N observations/interviews
It’s tempting and common to jump into giving a large‐N survey to “get
at” your research question, but taking the time to conduct relevant
observations and interviews can help you refine your research
question and formulate more valid and interesting survey questions
to suit your particular purpose.
For instance, in recent work at the University of Maryland, we’ve been
exploring why engineering majors in an upper division circuits course
often resist mathematical sense‐making, by which we mean
translating back and forth between mathematical formalism and
conceptions/observations about the real world. The MPEX II survey
we’d used in previous projects probes this issue. But a student’s off‐
hand comment during discussion section alerted us to a possible
disconnect students may perceive between the types of reasoning
they think “belong” in an engineering class and the types of reasoning
used by professional engineers. We modified an interview protocol to
get at this issue and piloted it on another student. The revised
protocol enabled us to find an unexpected epistemological idea, that
the conceptual reasoning emphasized in some homework applies only
to overly idealized circuits, not at all to real‐world circuits. We
subsequently probed for this idea with a modified version of MPEX II.
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My point is that if we had just gone ahead and used the unmodified
MPEX II, we might have missed this issue.
5.3 Look outside the PER literature
To get background knowledge and ideas, don’t restrict yourself to
PER. Depending on your particular interests, other relevant pockets
of literature might include
•
•

•

the math education literature on students’ beliefs47 and on
teachers’ beliefs48 about knowing and learning mathematics.
the education psychology literature on “personal
epistemologies”8,49 and on students’ and teachers’ views about
the nature of science,50 and the relation between epistemologies,
study strategies, and academic performance, in math and science
and more widely.32,51
parts of the science education literature on K‐12 students’ and
teachers’ beliefs.43,52

6. Conclusion
The field of students’ and teachers’ epistemologies/expectations is
both growing and unsettled: increasing numbers of researchers are
using an increasing variety of methods and theoretical perspectives to
study it. A better understanding of students’ and teachers’ views
about knowledge and learning, and deeper causal accounts of the
interactions among epistemologies/expectations, learning behaviors,
and learning outcomes will not only help researchers construct better
models of cognition but will also help instructors devise better ways
to help their students learn.
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